
HorseSense Learning Levels

RED LEVEL

   Know basic parts of the horse, to include: withers, poll, croup, hock, fetlock, etc.

LET’S TALK ABOUT IT: 

OBJECTIVE: Withers, hock, stifl e, gaskin, poll—to a new student, learning all the parts of the horse can be like 
learning to speak a foreign language! Naming and locating all these points takes repetitive practice, and is often one 
of the hardest sections of Red Level for students to complete. Nevertheless, there are important reasons for students 
to become fl uent in pony parts: these are terms they will hear for the rest of their equestrian career, and they need to 
be able to describe them accurately in the event that a horse is injured. They will also use this vocabulary when learning 
about conformation, movement and lameness. Thinking critically about a horse’s structure from the very beginning can 
only improve their understanding of what they feel from the saddle. 
   At HorseSense, we expect Red Level students to have a reasonably complete understanding of all the parts of the 
horse. In general, they should be able to locate any part you name and vice versa, although it is okay if they 
miss a point or two along the way. The important thing is that they are familiar with the terminology and can use it 
with accuracy and confi dence. 

PONY PARTS

HORSESENSE
PONY PARTS AND ANATOMY

CHECKING IT OFF: Be prepared to devote some time to this! You can spend entire 
unmounted sessions on the topic, perfect for camp or a rainy day. You can name pony 
parts during the ground handling and grooming portions of mounted lessons, introducing 
just encouraging students to stretch and touch the poll, crest, withers, loins, croup, dock… 
any part they can reach!
   No matter how you teach it, make sure students have achieved the objective before 
awarding the checkmark. Some students will learn all the terms in a single study session; 
for others, it may be the fi rst thing you teach but the last thing you pass in this Level.

You’ll know they’ve got it: if they point to and correctly name most, if not all, of the parts 
of the horse. Ideally this should be done in an organized manner (for example, head to tail 
to toe), but they should also be able to locate points at random when prompted. 

“Where would you fi nd the horse’s knees? Does he have knees on the hind legs?”

“Can you tell me the diff erence between the fetlock and the forelock?”

“Many of the horse’s body parts are parts that we have in common. Where would you 
fi nd the horse’s elbow? Shoulder? Hip? Forearm? What other body parts do you share?”

“Remember that the hoof is also made up of parts, too. Where would you fi nd the frog? 
The sole? The heel bulbs? The toe?”

HEADS,
SHOULDERS,

WITHERS
& TOES! 
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Pony parts are best learned through a combination of methods: plenty of hands-
on interaction along with verbal practice and at-home study. The HorseSense study 
guide for Red Level includes a page of numbered parts for students to match up, but 
to make it more interactive, we also use Pony Part Worksheets with an additional 
word bank and a fi ll-in-the-blank chart to accompany the answer key. While students 
are unlikely to learn all their parts from a written page alone, the worksheets give 
them increased exposure to the vocabulary, and can be practiced with repeatedly (as 
long as answers are written in pencil!). 

Want Pony Part Charts? You can download them from our website:
https://horsesenselearninglevels.com/resource/list-challenges/pony-parts-

worksheet-red-level/

PONY PART WORKSHEETS
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Students can visually track their progress by coloring in sections of a horse as they learn 
them. Use a full-page outline and divide the sections yourself, or copy a page out of a 
horsey coloring book. Once the whole horse is colored in, they are ready to practice reeling 
the parts off  to earn their checkmark! 

BITES OF THE HORSE
How do you eat an elephant? One bite at a time, as the old saying goes, suggesting that the best way to tackle 
any large project is to break it down into small pieces. This is a good strategy to employ with pony parts, as there are 
enough of them to overwhelm even the most studious of beginners! 
   If your students meet every week for regular riding lessons, try to cover a diff erent section of the horse each time: 
fi rst the head (muzzle to poll/throat), then perhaps the topline (crest/neck to dock/tail), the underbelly (chest to 
sheath/udder/fl ank), the forelimbs (shoulder to hoof), and fi nally the hind limbs (hip to hoof). Review the previous 
week’s parts before introducing new terms.
   Legs tend to be particularly diffi  cult for students to learn, since there are a lot of parts grouped closely together and 
it can be diffi  cult to keep them straight. You may wish to divide parts of each limb further, and teach shoulder to knee 
one week, knee to hoof the next. (Hip to hock on the hind legs, hock to hoof the week after.) 

Another fun, low-pressure way to go over pony parts (especially with younger children) is a game of Hot and Cold. 
Name a part of the horse, and instruct students to place their hand on the horse where they think the part might be 
found. If they guess correctly, they earn an immediate point—if not, encourage them to move their hand around, and 
let them know how close they are by calling out “Warm, cool, cold,” etc. The closer they get to the correct location, 
the hotter they get! This game actually works best when the terms are still fairly unfamiliar, as students are more likely 
to remember a pony part they have had to hunt for. 

HOT AND COLD
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The more a student physically interacts with each part of the horse, the more likely they are to 
remember it. You can provide this interaction by using Pony Parts stickers along with a quiet, 
tolerant horse. Take away the answer key and the game becomes a great test or camp activity!
   Print or handwrite stickers on blank labels prior to the lesson. Each sticker should have the 
name of a single pony part; you can list them all or choose a selection of random pony parts, 
depending on the time you have allowed and the skill level of the students. (You may wish to 
further diff erentiate parts of the leg into “fore” and “hind.”) Make sure the horse is safely tied 
or cross-tied, leaving room for students to work on both sides, and that he is clean and dry. 
Fly spray is recommended in summer months, but try to avoid anything that leaves an oily 
residue, or the labels will lose their stick. 

The game can be played three diff erent ways:

 z MATCH—Students work together as a group to locate the name of each pony part on the answer key and 
then apply the sticker to the live horse in the same part. Best for young children and/or students just beginning to 
learn the pony part vocabulary.

 z CHALLENGE—Students work together as a group to locate and label each pony part without the help of the 
answer key. This works best as a follow-up to previous lessons (such as Hot & Cold or work with the Pony Part 
Charts). 

 z CONTEST—Assign each student a horse and a sheet of stickers. (For fairness, each sheet should contain the same 
terms and number of stickers.) Challenge each student to label their horse within a reasonable time allowed, 
awarding a point for each correctly placed sticker. The student with the highest number of points is the winner. 

Note that stickers will occasionally fall off  the horse as students work, despite 
your best eff orts. You can still award a point if students can show you where the 
sticker should have gone. You may also wish to allow some stickers to be placed 
close but not actually ON the pony part in question… sheaths and udders, for 
example, can be labeled in the general area!

STICK WITH IT
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Writing out Pony Part stickers by hand can be a time-consuming job, 
especially if you are creating multiple sheets for a large group, or teaching back-
to-back sessions. We recommend printing them on store-bought blank labels, 
such as Avery 5195.
   You can create your own, or download our template for LLPro members along 
with printing instructions:

https://horsesenselearninglevels.com/resource/list-challenges/
pony-parts-labels-avery-5195/
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 z You can easily review pony parts and incorporate some arts and crafts into a rainy 
day lesson or camp schedule at the same time. Supply students with several diff erent 
colors of non-toxic, washable poster paint (used for child-safe fi nger-painting) and a 
clean, dry and tolerant horse. Students can take turns choosing colors and applying a 
colorful handprint, heart, star, or symbol of their choosing to the horse in a location 
that you call out. If students are equally knowledgeable and willing to speak up in a 
group, you can make it a “Horse Painting Bowl,” where the fi rst student to put their 
hand up and correctly locate the part you name gets the paint. Make sure that all 
students get the opportunity to paint, and watch out for rowdy behavior.

 z If you are artistically inclined and have a large roll of paper, you can also play a game of equine Twister. Draw 
the outline of a horse and lay it out fl at on the fl oor—the horse does not need to be beautiful but must be 
recognizable! Students take turns claiming pony parts by naming, touching and then maintaining physical contact. 
This can result in a hilarious jumble of arms and legs as the game goes on and students vie for pony parts they can 
actually reach!

GET CRAFTY
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As in all your other hands-on lessons, make sure your horse is a patient soul 
who will stand quietly while tied, allowing multiple students of all sizes to work 
in close proximity to his body. Horses who are “girthy,” nippy or sensitive to the 
touch should not be used! Thoroughly review horse safety, reminding students 
that they will be working inside the horse’s bubble throughout much of the lesson 
and they must respect his rules and remain attentive to his body language. 

FUN AND GAMES
 z Many of the games played to teach terminology in previous lessons are useful for pony parts. This includes Pony 

Pictionary (who can draw something resembling a hock?!) and Taboo, which can be quite challenging with even a 
couple of words omitted (how would you explain the chestnut without using the words “leg” and “hair”?).

 z Challenge students to a Pony Part Battle, where students take turns naming parts and the last one to name one is 
the winner. (Read more about battles in HorseSense Teaching Guide: Time for Tack). When it comes to learning 
new terms, the prospect of a public showdown with a prize on the line can be highly motivational! 

 z Pony Parts can also be included in a scavenger hunt, which can be particularly fun if you make up clues for each 
item on the list. (“This part of the horse has the same name as a creature that eats fl ies.”) Establish ahead of time 
how you want students to earn credit for these pony parts: should they simply name it? Show you on a live horse, 
provided you have a willing subject available? Locate the parts on a magazine picture or Breyer model? This will 
depend mostly on the location of your hunt and the resources you have available to you, but also consider the 
time you have allowed. You don’t want students holding up your hunt to retrieve a horse from the far corners of 
the pasture! 


